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In 1936, THE 46-YEAR-OLD Prokofiev composed Peter and the Wolf, one of 

the most ambitious pieces ever written for children. Schumann had written 

piano pieces for them and Humperdinck had composed an enduring chil¬ 

dren's opera, but an orchestral piece for children combining music and 

spoken text was an entirely new venture. An experiment such as this suited 

Prokofiev's temperament. The composer prized novelty greatly in his 

music. "I do not want to wear anyone else's mask," he said in an interview 
here in the United States, "I want always to be myself." 

Peter and the Wolf displays an innate under¬ 
standing of a child's musical tastes and sense of humor. Indeed, the vivid 

animal portraits in Peter and the Wolf have led commentators to label 

Prokofiev the Walt Disney of the musical world. Children accord it their 
highest praise—enthusiastic praise. 

Composer Prokofiev, who had from his chil¬ 
dren a flair for the drama, also wrote the story of little Peter's encounter 

with the wolf. He assigned to each character in the tale a corresponding 

instrument and leitmotif: the flute is the Bird, the oboe the Duck, the clar¬ 

inet played staccato in the low register is the Cat, the bassoon is Grandpa, 

three French horns are the Wolf, the string quartet is Peter, and the kettle¬ 

drums and bass drum are the hunters' rifle-shots. Prokofiev adroitly con¬ 

structed the story so that as it progresses, the leitmotifs develop into a sym¬ 

phonic structure... indeed, a very intriguing lesson in instrumentation. 

The story begins as Peter, portrayed by the 

strings, prances into the meadow where he encounters first the Bird, then 

the Duck. As he greets them, the melodies associated with each are heard, 

first in combination with Peter's string melody, then, as the strings fade, in 

duet. Soon the Cat enters; Peter warns the Bird, the Duck chides the Cat 

and the music becomes more complex still. Many combinations of melodies 

are yet to be heard as Peter proceeds to outwit the Wolf before his proud 
Grandpa and his admiring animal friends. 

The engrossing tale ends in a superb triumphal 
march in which all the representative instruments participate, as Peter and 
his friends lead the captured Wolf to the zoo. 

Tchaikovsky was exhausted from overwork when the directorate of the 

St. Petersburg Opera House commissioned him to write a ballet for one of 

the tales of E. T. A. Hoffmann entitled "The Nutcracker." He wrote to 
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his brother in January of 1891: "Shall I give up the idea of wandering 

abroad or not? Is it wise to accept the offer of the Opera directorate? My 

brain is empty; I have not the least pleasure in work." He added, "I feel 

the absolute impossibility of depicting in music the 'Sugar-Plum Fairy.' " 

Fortunately, Tchaikovsky accepted another in¬ 
vitation to go abroad—this time to the United States—for during the very 

successful tour his enthusiasm revived and he began his sketches for the 

Nutcracker Ballet. The return trip was also fortunate, since it helped 

him out of his "Sugar-Plum Fairy"dilemma. Lawrence Gilman writes that 

Tchaikovsky discovered the recently-invented celesta when he stopped in 
Paris on the way home to Russia. He wrote to his publisher immediately 

that it was "something between a piano and a glockenspiel," and that it had 

a "divinely beautiful" tone. He asked the publisher to procure one for him 

but to keep it quiet for fear that "Rimsky-Korsakov and Glazounoff might 

hear of it and make use of it before I do." Through Tchaikovsky's genius, 

the celesta has become famous as the blithe, dainty Sugar-Plum Fairy, 

After completion of the Nutcracker Ballet in 
the fall of 1891, Tchaikovsky proceeded to fashion some of its sections into 

a suite. The middle section consists of six "Danses caracteristiques," a 

"March," "Dance of the Sugar-Plum Fairy," "Russian Dance—Trepak," 

Arabian Dance," "Chinese Dance," and "Dance of the Reed-Pipes." To 

complete the Suite, Tchaikovsky composed an overture and the concluding 
"Waltz of the Flowers." 

The Nutcracker Suite was first performed on 
March 19,1892, at the St. Petersburg Opera House with the overwhelming 

approval of its audience—an indication of the subsequent universal popu¬ 
larity of this musical fairy tale. 

The story of the ballet takes place after a 
Christmas party at which little Marie has received many gifts. Her favorite 

is a nutcracker shaped like the head of an old man with massive jaws. That 

evening, after everyone has gone to sleep, Marie creeps downstairs to dis¬ 

cover that her presents have come alive and that they are being attacked 

by an army of mice. The Nutcracker, leader of the presents, challenges the 

Mouse-King and is having quite a struggle when Marie throws her shoe 

at the mouse to repel the attack. The mice scatter and the Nutcracker is 

suddenly transformed into a handsome Prince. He invites Marie and her 

friends to the delightful candy-land of the Sugar-Plum Fairy where they 

witness exotic dances from many lands, ending with every little girl's 
special delight, the "Waltz of the Flowers." 
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LEONARD BERNSTEIN, composer, conductor, pianist, author, teacher, is a man of prodigal gifts and a 

profound desire to share the joys of music. His communication of note or word is dynamic and direct, un¬ 

bounded by space, time or language. Listeners have caught the spark of Bernstein’s ardor in concert halls and 

amphitheatres from Athens to Honolulu, in living rooms before television screens, radios or Columbia records. 

A Polish teen-ager learns to recite Bernstein’s recorded commentaries, a Texas student saves half a year’s 

allowance to travel a thousand miles for a Bernstein concert. Wherever music is heard, Leonard Bernstein has 

become its impassioned spokesman. 

Do you have these superb Bernstein-New York Philharmonic recordings? 

Gershwin: Rhapsody in Blue; American in Paris ML 5413 MS 6091 

Shostakovitch: Symphony No. 5, Op. 47 ML 5445 MS 6115 

Rimsky-Korsakov: Scheherazade ML 5387 MS 6069 

Moussorgsky: Pictures at an Exhibition 

Rimsky-Korsakov: Capriccio Espagnol ML 5401 MS 6080 

Beethoven: Symphony No. 7 in A Major ML 5438 MS 6112 

Ravel: Bolero; La Valse; Rapsodie Espagnol ML 5293 MS 6011 

Copland: Rodeo; Billy the Kid ML 5575 MS 6175 

Tchaikovsky: Symphony No. 4 in F Minor ML 5332 MS 6035 
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